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Editorial

As I write the National Free Flight Championships are taking place on Salisbury Plain, the
weather forecast does not look too good with rain showers promised. I am not fit enough to
attend these days, but I wish all competitors the best of luck and hope you can dodge the
showers. I ask that one or two of you find time to take a few pictures and report on your
experiences.

Right, what have we scraped together for this issue:

 We kick-off with another of Peter Hall’s Couprofiles’ this time the victim is Colin Foster.
 Pylonius has a bit of a sideways poke at the scale modeller amongst other things.
 Dave Hanks has penned a piece on the life and times of South Bristol MAC.
 Engine Analysis is the OS29 Max 1, the first of their performance engines I believe.
 Jim Paton responded to the piece on Jim Bagley in the last issue. I weigh in with a

snippet of my own.
 News Review from 1949 Model Aircraft talks of the lack of funding for the forthcoming

Wakefield Contest, also complains of competitors who criticize event organisation but
make no attempt to assist in any way. Hints on approaching authorities for permission
to fly in their local parks rather than just using them until someone objects.

 I report on a quick visit of mine to the Sneyd indoor meeting to return Colin Shepherd’s
‘Jaguar’ in order for him to R/C electrify it.

 There is a blast from the past in the shape of an article by Dave Rye published in the
old paperback Clarion March 2003.

 Heard at the Hangar Doors from Aeromodeller June 1954 reports on success of new
membership scheme; sets out details of a mystery engine; reports on exhibitions;
supports SAME attempts to get club officials to abide by regulations for reporting
contest results; and finally advises of a £1 license requirement for model R/C
frequencies.

 Nick Peppiatt is back with his compressed air models and motors.
 An email from Robert MaKeon in the States featuring a 40 minute rubber model from a

1929 Popular Mechanics magazine.
 Southern Coupe League results from Roy Vaughn.
 I trawled the tinternet for the first winner of the Schneider Trophy. It was in 1913

that a Frenchman Maurice Prevost won, flying a Deperdussin. Surprisingly the aircraft
was a monoplane. There is a plan for a model.

 Roy Tiller is back to delving into our archives oldest books again.
 Spencer Willis has numerous Jetex, Scorpion and Rapier smoke generators for sale and

a few other odds and ends.
 The Indoor Scale Nationals is the subject of an article by Martin Pike backed up with a

few pictures. A Short Shetland flying Boat is particularly impressive.
 Roger Newman sends in a report from North Wales and continues his personal

observations on ‘The Wacky World of eVTOL’. This time highlighting the visions of
development of Vertiports for these vehicles. I personally cannot see all this happening,
after all, currently we cannot seem to get the infrastructure in place for electric cars.

 Our secretary reminds us of the Odiham meeting and our Cagnarata event. In addition
he has several models from deceased modellers for disposal.

 We wind up with the usual three plans supplied by Roger.

Editor
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Couprofile No.20: Colin Foster - Peter Hall

Colin with his Baron Knight coupe

I asked Colin the usual four questions - Can you tell us about your free flight experience,
particularly with coupes? What is your approach to coupe design, construction and mode of
operation? How do you pick the air? What developments do you envisage? Here is his response.

Colin:
I was brought up in the small village of Rufforth near York right next to RAF Rufforth.
The Northern Area used the 'drome for contests and I knew when an event was on, as all the
charabangs and cars with model boxes and bikes strapped to the roof had to pass our house to
get on to the 'drome. In those days the meetings had control line, radio and free flight all on
the same day. I remember one day there was a group of people watching a man towing a glider,
he did not look the athletic type, but was wearing white plimsoles with his big toes poking out.
He launched the gilder and the comment from the onlookers was that J.O'D. was away. This
meant nothing to me at the time 'till some 40 years later.
My first model was a Champ control liner with a Mills .75 motor and then a Keil Kraft Caprice
gilder which flew very well. Too well - one day I put it in a boomer and lost sight of it after
following on my bike for 3 miles. We did not have a phone at home but I had put my name and
address on the model and some 3 months later I received a post card from a farmer at
Tadcaster. He had found the model in his corn field but could not understand how it had got
there as there was no means of propulsion. When I went to get the model back and explained
to him I had towed it up at Rufforth on a length on string and he was most impressed.
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The RAF closed the ‘drome and all model flying stopped. I started work and got married and
raised a family and did not do any flying until I met my good friend Ian Wilkinson, he flew radio
models on the Knavesmire in York. I went down to watch him flying and decided to start
modelling again. I built a Junior 60 and Ian had a Majestic Major we used to have timed engine
runs and see who could stay up the longest. Ian had seen advertised in the Aeromodeller that
John Pool was running a competition on the Knavesmire so we went down on the day to watch.
I was most impressed how well the models flew and Ian suggested I should build a free
flight Keil Kraft Senator rubber model and fly it in a contest. The model was built and trimmed,
all that was required now was to find a venue where the BMFA was holding a contest. The area
free flight contact was Dennis Davitt, Ian contacted Dennis and found out that there was an
area meeting at RAF Finningley 2 weeks later. Ian offered to take me in his car and after about
half an hour driving round we found the entrance to the aerodrome. I entered the contest with
the Senator and it flew very well, I even did one max! The model had suffered slight damage
and I was knelt on the ground doing the repairs when there was a booming voice saying "will it
repair lad? " I looked to my side to see a pair of white plimsolls with 2 big toes poking out - it
was John O' Donnel some 40 years later. I still wonder if they were the same plimsolls. It was
1996 and this was the start of my free flight career proper. Ian and I both joined
MADMAC and went to fantastic Wednesday trimming nights that Dennis Davitt organized at
Church Fenton and also went to the club meetings. The BMFA had recently altered the rules in
the Plugge Cup to include all classes and John Godden thought Morley club has a good cross
selection of flyers that could beat, as John put it, them "Southern softies" and could win the
cup. With this in mind I started building as many different models as I could which included
my first coupes. With Johns leadership Morley went on to win 6 consecutive Plugge Cups which
is still a record. My first coupe event was in December 2001, Dennis Davitt organized the
Coupe 2001 at Church Fenton There had been a severe overnight frost but still 19 flyers
entered the 80 gram event, if we could only get that many today. I managed to come equal 7th
with Ian Davitt and Dave Hipperson won the event. I now fly most classes at the area events
and galas and always attend Gavin Manion’s brilliant Grand Coupe De Birmingham. The first
time I flew at that event I came second in vintage coupe with a Michel Etienvres. The next
time, on a very windy day I won both the Aeromodeller trophy and vintage plate beating Phil
Ball in the fly off with a time of 3 seconds as Phill did not return in time for the fly off. My
model crashed on launch this is my shortest winning time ever. This year I won the pre-1970
coupe with a Baron Knight and came second to Peter Woodhouse in the Aeromodeller trophy.

Coupe design:
I only build proven design models ie Dennis Davitts DIG 150, Michael Etienvers, Jump Bis and
Dave White’s Baron Knight.

Picking the air:
Being brought up in the country, I like to use all that nature can offer me. At a recent glider
event that I won, there were some flying ants hatching and they only hatch when a thermal
comes through - so you just waited till the swallows and starlings arrive to catch the ants in
flight to launch into lift. We all know about Red Kites and Buzzards using thermals but the rest
of the time I use a mylar streamer and if it feels right chuck it up.

As for developments, I like to have at least 2 models of the same class so I will have to build
another Baron Knight and as all my models are over-weight I need to try harder and build one
down to weight, although suppliers of decent balsa etc. are becoming harder and harder to find.

Colin Foster/Peter Hall
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Extract from Model Aircraft June 1955

Model Aircraft June 1955
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South Bristol MAC - Dave Hanks

All Change at South Bristol MAC
For many years the South Bristol club has had intermittent use of the airfield at the former
RAF Colerne. However, a few years back ,the airfield was decommissioned as an active airfield
and then , when the last of the ATC personnel left the control tower, control was handed over
to RAF Cranwell.
Resulting from this change no ‘casual licences’ held by users of the site (i.e. ourselves, the Bath
Spa RC club and Bath University) were allowed to renew upon expiry and it was rumoured the
site was closing to all activity and might be sold off. However the army, on the adjacent base,
then kindly offered us the use of their former sports ground as a new flying site – of course
we said “Yes please”! (Colerne is approx. 18miles east of Bristol and 7 miles from Bath).
The new site was originally the upper end of the old airfield and comprises approximately 30+
acres of flat land (approx. the same size as the Buckminster site) with tarmac access and
parking around two sides. Unfortunately what it doesn’t have is the wide tarmac/concrete areas
of the old airfield and so C/L speed and team race is no longer feasible. It has plenty of space
for C/L circles over grass plus an area with short grass suitable for C/L aerobatics etc. Being
bounded by the army base on 3 sides F1 type competitive flying is probably a no-go but most
other F/F should be possible with careful selection of maxes, launch points etc and the use of
DTs, remote DTs or radio assist. Powered models, scale models, all types of rubber models and
most gliders should be easily accommodated - plus C/L of course.
We have exclusive use of the site on our days there and we fly on approximately 30 Sundays
of the year (one Sunday each month we fly C/L and indoors at our other site at Berkeley ). We
will also be flying some mid-week evenings during the summer .
Our licence only permits its use by club members but if anyone out there fancies trying the
site you are very welcome to visit as a guest flyer. You would need to arrange access by
contacting myself or via the ‘contact us’ page on our website (www.southbristolmac.co.uk). As
it’s basically kept as a meadow you will find plenty of ‘KeilKraft grass’ to fly over!
Dave (secretary SBMAC) 01179672323
p.s. We are holding our club’s Open Day at our Berkeley site from 1 -6pm on Sunday 21st

July.
There will be a static display of members models (to give visitors an idea of the range of
interests within the club ), combat flying taking place, other control-line models being flown
and a ‘have-a-go’ circle for anyone new to C/L flying or returnees wanting to see if they can
still manage a few laps!  The bar will be open and there may be food available.  Please come
along and see what we get up to.

Dave Hanks
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Engine Analysis: OS29 Max-1 - Aeromodeller June 1957
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Aeromodeller June 1957
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Jim Bagley - Jim Paton

Jim Bagley and the ‘Last Resort’

I received the following comment from Jim Paton on the Jim Bagley appreciation piece in the
last issue of the NC.

Jim Wrote:
I read with interest the tribute to Jim Bagley and the Last Resort plan. I actually have three
of these, one I made, one of the late Ted Tyson’s, and one by Andrew Longhurst. It is certainly
a very competitive design which I really love and much easier than most to max out with. There
is a certain fellow aeromodeller who always asks when I get it out of the box “did you not have
anything better to bring”. To which I am expected to reply “no it’s my last resort”.
Unfortunately I never met Mr Bagley.
Regards
Jim Paton.

I replied:
Hi Jim,
I built a Last Resort and it was the best model I ever had. Eventually lost it, bug and all, due
to D/T failure
I did not know Jim Bagley personally but flew at meetings where he performed. I have a long
piece of video of him with a wound open rubber model waiting for lift. He was prowling back
and forth though a line of cars, first looking at his temp meter on his pole, then back through
the cars looking at the approaching clouds, he was at it for ages. He eventually launched into
lift.
I used to make videos to show at my R/C club nights and I used that video as a running gag,
showing a bit now and again in between other content. Got a bit of a cheer when Jim eventually
launched.
Good old days.
Regards
John.

My Last Resort

A superb competition aircraft, It’s the  ‘to hell with theory’ big paddle prop that is the models
most notable feature. I flew mine on 12 strands of 3/16 rather than the 8 Strands of ¼
recommended. I liked my models to really climb.

Jim Paton/John Andrews
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News Review - Model Aircraft June 1949

Model Aircraft June 1949
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Sneyd Indoors - John Andrews

May the Fourth be with you.
(Just a little Star Wars pun)

It was Saturday May 4th that Rachel and I took a quick trip up the M6 to Walsall and the Sneyd
Indoor meeting to drop off the ex. Colin Shepherd ‘Jaguar’. Colin gave me his ‘Jaguar’ many
moons ago and I used it in 8oz Wakefield quite a lot if weather was kind. I managed to win the
magnificent Jaguar Trophy once or twice in the process. Now Colin wanted it back to convert
into electric R/C, hence the trip. The trophy is reputed to have been made by apprentices at
the Coventry Jaguar Works.

Attendance at Sneyd has been improving evidenced by the panoramic pictures below.
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The hall was uncomfortably hot, I think the vents had been closed for the meeting but the
heating must have been going full blast. I manage to get a few pictures before we took our
leave, which was precipitated by the heat. We spent less than an hour inside and after
delivering Colin his ‘Jag’ in the fresh air of the car park we made our way to our nearby
daughters for a cup of tea before heading back down the M6 home.

Some model boxes are bigger than others, this one
contains Graham Smith’s R/C ‘Valkyrie’ above. A
masterpiece of modelling.

John Andrews
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Wherefore Art Though Wallop - Dave Rye

Extract from the old paperback Clarion March 2003
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Dave Rye: Clarion March 2003
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Heard at the Hangar Doors - Aeromodeller June 1954
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Aeromodeller June 1954
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Indoor Isn’t For Everyone 77 - Nick Peppiatt

Compressed Air Motor Catch-up
Unfortunately, circumstances conspired against me attending the Indoor Scale Nationals this
year, so instead of a report on this event, I’ll have a catch up on compressed air motors.

Air Jammer Dazzler box above, and Jasman Air Jammer power unit below.
The plastic bracket holding the motor has broken and been repaired using a 1/16” ply plate.

In IIFE 72 (NC January 2024), I published a couple of pictures of CA motors that were in the
late Lindsey Smith’s collection and that I had been unable to identify. Simon Rogers kindly sent
me a photograph of an Air Jammer Dazzler box, which clearly identifies the source of one.
This was further confirmed as, while I was taking this photo, I spotted some not so obvious
engraving on the red wing mount – ‘Jasman’ ‘AIR JAMMER’ ‘CHINA’! So this is a completely
different design of Jasman motor to the one shown in IIFE 72, which powered the Stinger,
and is far closer in this respect to the Air Hogs motor of similar size. The obvious differences
are that the crankcase and cylinder are in one piece, unlike the Air Hogs motor, where the
cylinder and crankcase are separate mouldings, held together by two screws.
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Also, the cylinder head is held on with two screws in the Jasman motor, rather than three, and
the filler valve and cylinder head valve are separate.
The Air Jammer Dazzler is clearly a pusher design, but there is also a Jasman power unit with
a tractor propeller, indicating that, like Air Hogs, a number of Air Jammer models with this
motor were once available.

Air Hogs CA power unit (top), Air Jammer, below.
Both have tractor propellers and the soft spinners have been removed.

Whilst I was looking for Dave Ridgeway’s feature on the Flutterby ornithopter in back issues
of the Model Flyer magazine (IIFE 75, NC April 2024), I came across several articles on
compressed air motors. The first (November 2000), which included a contribution from Lindsey
Smith, who made a comparison of the performance of the Air Hogs Sky Shark and Air Jammer
Stinger aircraft, but said little on the differences between the motors, although the article is
headed by a close up picture of the Stinger motor. Aerodynamically, the Air Hogs aircraft was
considered much superior. In the second (December 2000) Doug McHard presented some
background and history of compressed air motors, including the Zanin brothers MM3 (see IIFE
50, NC March 2022, for photos). In the final part February 2001), Doug showed how to convert
the Air Hogs motor for use in built up models.
There are a couple of examples of such conversions in Lindsey Smith’s collection.

Filler
valve
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Adapted Air Hogs motors fitted to duralumin mounting plates.

With his email about the Air Jammer Dazzler, Simon Rogers also sent me two photographs of
Air Hogs products that were made for Marks and Spencer. This is not an emporium that I would
have associated with flying toys in any way! He reports that the helicopter flies quite well, but,
despite his best efforts, the Air Power flying wing refuses to. I wondered initially whether the
helicopter was the source of the Air Hogs motor with the integral cylinder head (IIFE 72), but
no, examination showed that this motor also has a separate cylinder head retained by three
screws, like the others, shown above.

Not just flying toys, but M&S flying toys!
Marks & Spencer is printed on the top left hand corner of the box lid.

I think this concludes my occasional forays into moulded plastic compressed air motors. This
started with the examination of Keith Sedgwick’s Foster Wickner Wicko (NC December 2021),
which was fitted with a Z Model MM3 and was continued through the acquisition of Lindsey
Smith’s assorted collection, most of which have now been identified. Unfortunately, the MM3
motor was very prone to brittle failures. The later Jasman and Air Hogs motors are much more
robust.

Nick Peppiatt
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Letter from AZ USA - Robert McKeon

To my Friends: SAM 1066
Thought this might be of interest to all across the POND.
I’ve followed your newsletter for years and always found something that brings me back with
some great memories of my modeling F/F & Wakefield in the late 50’s here in the States.
And, as I am now pushing 85, I find after many absent years of the model airplane hobby it has
once again perked my interests. Limitations…Just moved to an Independent living facility…2
bedroom and not much room for a bench. However…. Have put together small sling-shot style
gliders and am presently gathering some ideas for small stick rubber driven plane (14 inch
W/S). Still looking.
AND….search of the internet that led me to the attached PDF.
Trust you’ll enjoy my findings and perhaps pass them on to anyone across the Pond.
Enjoy, Popular Mechanics, October 1929 issue with model rubber airplane.
Warm regards,
Robert McKeon,
Chandler,
AZ, USA,
R.Bookmark2@gmail.com

October 1929
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Robert McKeon (USA)

This is a separate article as page filler
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Southern Coupe League - Roy Vaughn

Second Area Results

Entrant Club League Score

1 P.Woodhouse Morley 12

2 S.Fielding Morley 9

3 R.Marking CVA 8

4 B.Hobbs Oxford 7

Southern Coupe League Table
Standings after Round 3

Entrant Club Coupe De
Brum

London
Gala

Second
Area Total

1 P. Woodhouse Morley 12 12 24

2 B. Hobbs Oxford 9 7 16

3 A. Brocklehurst B&W 12 12

4 C. Foster Morley 9 9

= S. Fielding Morley 9 9

6 S. Philpott Birmingham 8 8

= M. Stagg B&W 8 8

= R. Marking CVA 8 8

9 I. Taylor Birmingham 7 7

10 G. Manion Birmingham 6 6

11 B. Whitehead Peterborough 5 5

12 A. Moorhouse 4 4

13 B. Dennis Oxford 3 3

14 M. Marshall 2 2

15 S. Darmon 1 1

16 A. Hewitt 0

= L. Drennan 0

= G. Warburton 0

= R. Vaughn 0

= R. Elliott 0

= P. Carter 0

= G. Peck 0

Roy Vaughn
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Schneider Trophy – Deperdussin - Tinternet

Frenchman Maurice Prévost brought the first trophy to France in 1913
flying his Deperdussin to victory. (Historynet Archives)

The son of a well-known French steel and arms manufacturer, Jacques Schneider was an
aviation enthusiast who believed that floatplanes and flying boats were the most practical
military and civilian design, since they could fly to any country with a coast, a river or a lake
without requiring the construction of expensive airfields.
On December 5, 1912, he declared a competition in which he appealed to manufacturers of
marine aircraft to develop the world’s fastest airplane.

The trophy, which he called the ‘Coupe d’Aviation
Maritime Jacques Schneider, consisted of a silver sea
wave 22 1/2 inches across, with the figures of Neptune
and his three sons, over which was poised the winged,
female personification of the spirit of flight, all set on a
marble pedestal. In addition, the winner received 1,000
pounds sterling.

The race — which soon came to be known simply as the
Schneider Trophy — became one of the most prestigious
annual competitions in history.

The distance flown had to be at least 150 miles over a
triangular route, but prior to that Schneider expected all
entries to cover a distance of 547 yards in contact with the
sea. In later contests the aircraft were supposed to sit in
the water for six hours to test the integrity of their floats or
hulls — and to race weighed down with whatever liquid
they had accumulated if they developed leaks during that
time.

The ultimate stake in the contest was permanent
possession of the trophy, which would go to the country
or pilot that could win three consecutive races within five
years.
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Tinternet
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DBHLibrary (Magazines) - Roy Tiller

Report No.160 Our earliest books.
After an “Eagle” based interruption of some months, a return to a look at our earliest books.

We last reviewed “Model Flying Machines” by W. G. Aston, published in 1910 in England.
A jump across the pond to U.S.A. brings us to “The Boys’ Book of Model Aeroplanes” by Francis
A. Collins, another 1910 publication.

Our copy of this book is in digital form and
includes a contents list and a list illustrations
which runs to more than 40 photographs and
sketches. Three of these illustrations are
missing from the digital copy, these being on
pages 37/38, 183/184 and 201/202. The double
page numbers do not represent a foldout drawing
but follow the practice throughout the book of
leaving the reverse, or facing, side of photo
pages blank. I found an online source for reprints
of this book with the possibility of reviewing the
reprint quality before committing to a purchase.
Optimistically, I reviewed the reprint only to
find that pages 37/38 were missing and, as you
might expect, I did not proceed to look any
further or to commit to a purchase.
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Now try to visualise yourself in 1910 wishing to make a model aeroplane. There is no balsa wood
or balsa cement but more critically, there is a dearth of information on designs of successful
model aeroplanes. Today, we have balsa, carbon fibre, numerous covering materials and glues.
Equally we have thousands of proven designs to copy, adapt, “improve” and make our own. The
1910 modeller worked with cane, bamboo, wood (various sources) and for the covering, muslin,
linen or white silk “all found in the family piece-bag”.

The author very sensibly suggests starting with
a glider made of stiff card and informs the
reader: “There are many ways of folding a sheet
of stiff paper which will convert it into a
surprisingly clever little airship.” The
accompanying photograph shows a bird-form of
glider, hardly the easiest way to achieve a
successful paper glider.

Instructions are next given for a built-up
glider, starting from the (very reasonable)
assumption that the reader has previous
experience of making kites. The builder is
informed that, for a flying model, strength
with lightness is essential. All joints must
be secure and “the entire structure braced
in every possible way.”

The most critical of the missing pages is
titled “Diagrams of Plan of Aeroplane on

Page 58”. Pictured above is the aeroplane from page 58, which shows the
model’s second life having been converted to rubber power. The fuselage
is of triangular cross section and every side is a triangle, a good basis for
a strong, rigid and light structure. The “planes” are of acceptable
proportions, but there would seem to be a lack of dihedral.

Photographs show the technique for
splitting a bamboo fishing rod to
produce material suitable for longerons
and spars, also, how to split a cigar box
lid to make a quite effective looking
propeller.
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Boys are advised to seek the help or advice of a big sister when sewing the covering to the
frames as “Boys are likely to be awkward with the needle.” When complete, the planes should
be covered with a “thin solution of paraffin dissolved in benzene.” The finished planes are
attached to the frame, with no mention of incidence angles.  The author notes that the spacing
of the planes is “a complicated problem.” See
extract here.

There is much more on construction, but in 1910
the design for flying models was clearly in early
development stages, as were ideas on trimming
the model. See the author’s comments on
propeller position.

The author recommends that the reader should
study the sketches and photographs in the
book for ideas on model design, see some of
these below and alongside.

Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller
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For Sale

Jetex units 2x200 kits plus fuel and extra, 2 Scorpion units complete,
600 fuel x 29, 4 Paa-loader units, new 50 unit plus fuel,

1 Scorpion kit, used plus a lot more fuel.

Rapier Motors- L1x9, L2x112, L4x45, L3x12 plus fuses.

Tan 2 Rubber- 1 box May'99 unopened, 1 box March 2002 unopened.

Rubber Winders- Russian Type F1B winder, D Stapleton with belt hook,
And 10/1 Knight & Pridham winder.

Also many Jetex models mostly unflown.

For details contact Spencer Willis:
Tel. 01362 821045. Email: willis@spencerandclaire.plus.com

Indoor Scale Nationals - Martin Pike

The Indoor Scale Nationals is a great opportunity to see indoor models flying and to measure
your own skill against the - considerable - competition. The Saturday is for radio control
models, with free-flight on Sunday.
For me these events are primarily about meeting fellow modellers and reigniting one’s
enthusiasm. I compete, not with any expectations of gaining an award, but to challenge myself
to improve.
Although I am not very involved with radio controlled models, we attended the Saturday event
because my son was interested and it gave me an opportunity to meet some competitors, such
as Mats Johansson and his companion….whose name I did not catch; who had come over from
Sweden with some excellent models.
Despite the miniaturisation of radio equipment, getting a wing loading low enough for a scale
speed is still difficult. Other than some notable exceptions, the most convincing flyers had
relatively limited scale details. Indoor R/C remains a challenge, in both building and flying. I
suspect there would be very few competitors if it were not.

For the Sunday free-flight competition, I had entered peanut and intermediate scale. My
peanut entry was a model that had only just been completed. I made a Piper J3 cub, a very safe
Peck-based design, but in an unusual livery of a Flitfire - silver with RAF roundels. I tried a
technique used by Ralph Sparrow; silver Mylar sprayed with acrylic paint and with decals and
scale details added whilst the Mylar was stretched on a frame. I was pleased with the result,
but should have been more careful in sanding the airframe, as the thin semi-gloss finish shows
up any defects. Setting out the markings has to be done with care, in future I would not add
the flap lines until the covering was on, to ensure better alignment.
As with most new models, a few trimming outings are required to get a good flight profile. I
had booked a sports hall for an hour a few days beforehand and used the Saturday evening and
Sunday morning trimming sessions, but still only got recordable flights in the later rounds. The
way peanut sessions are run does allow some opportunities for improvement. Eventually it was
flying in a more scale fashion than my intermediate scale entry - with which I failed to make a
qualifying flight.
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The intermediate scale class is judged for scale fidelity against the photos and three views
you supply, not against the plan as for kit scale. Although my Auster J4 was a hybrid from the
Aerographics/VMC kits, I wanted to challenge myself to build to a better scale level. I had
covered it in Dilly jap tissue, sprayed the model and then cut tissue markings to apply to the
airframe. Using spray masks would have given sharper-edged and more accurate lettering. I
have had success on other models using bespoke masks cut from plan details by Modellers
United, a service I can thoroughly recommend (Fred - sales@modellers-united.co.uk)
In pursuit of better scale details, I used hinged elevators and rudder. Whilst they look better
than my usual Gurney flaps, I found them over-sensitive and too easily nudged out of place for
competition use. I will go back to fixed surfaces in future. Although this model is capable of
ROG flights, it was out of trim for this competition. I did not have time to correct it, using
trim time for the peanut. Consequently I failed to make a qualifying 15 second flight in any of
the three attempts. A lack of forethought, planning and practice. Oh well, I still enjoyed trying.
Despite competing, there was plenty of time between rounds to admire other models and meet
fellow Aeromodellers. Paul Rich had also arranged a joint meal on the Saturday evening which
was a welcome opportunity for a chat. Given the dispersed nature of scale aero modelling, these
opportunities are not to be missed.
The final event was an air race, with ten minutes to do as many laps as possible of the helium
pylons. I donated (sacrificed?) a model to this, but it was my son Rory and my friend Allan who
competed. It is very difficult and many models ended up hitting walls or the pylon strings -
meaning massive delays. We plan to be back next year, with a more suitable model and having
practiced!
A very enjoyable event, well organised and a great source of inspiration. I would like to thank
all the people who made it possible.

A Few Pictures

My Piper Cub gets away

A No-Cal
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Another No-Cal Richard Crossley's Short Shetland flying boat.

Martin Weiersmueller-Pike
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Notes from North Wales - Roger Newman

Nationals weekend is upon us. I hope the weather behaves & that those attending the meeting
on Area 8 have some  very successful flying. After the health traumas earlier this year, it's
too far to travel at present – would be nice if a few pics of the event could be seen.

Shorter note than anticipated on the eVTOL scenario this month, time seems to have run away
at present & is proving difficult to recover!

Received a memory stick full of digital info from Paulo Rossi in Bergamo, which has now been
passed to our Hon Librarian to keep him busy for a while. The files include scans of a variety
of vintage continental aeromodelling mags e.g. Argentina, Czechoslovakia, DDR (formerly East
Germany), France, Italy & Scandinavia. Here are a few clips. Thanks Paulo.

Team racing South American style in 1950

1950's  Chuck Glider from Czechoslovakia
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1969 Wakefield winner from DDR

Scandinavian equivalent of HJN’s 308 Holloway Road

Roger Newman
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The Wacky world of eVTOL – Part 3: - Roger Newman

The Vertiport
For the much hyped eVTOL revolution to move at a pace, there has to be a myriad of regulations
debated, documented & issued by the regulatory authorities. Amongst these are those
concerning vertiports which form a significant part of the essential infrastructure &
cornerstone of eVTOL operations. Without vertiports or even an interim implementation of a
vertiport, there can be no revolution.

But what is a vertiport?

A vertiport is notionally a designated area that supports take-off and landing operations of
eVTOL air vehicles, conceptually similar to a heliport but different. There seems to be no
agreed universal definition. Indeed a number of variations already are in circulation.

For example, these include – for example, terms used such as simple, elevated, integrated,
enclosed, urban hub and  UAM/AAM regional hub. The distinctions between these are
somewhat blurred (for example an elevated vertiport can also be an urban hub), but the variety
of categories appear to reflect the need to develop different types of infrastructure to
support different eVTOL services, piloted and/or autonomous.

There has been a plethora of learned papers published on the subject by governments,
academia & industry, swiftly followed up by commercial enterprises jumping on the bandwagon
with their various interpretations. Following at a slower & more considered pace are the major
regulators – namely EASA, FAA & CAA.

EASA, the FAA & CAA have all initiated consultations & provided their views of draft
specifications on designs for vertiports. The guidelines documented thus far are inevitably
subject to updates as new information and data analysis on eVTOL aircraft operations become
more available. The design of a vertiport has similar basic infrastructure elements to a heliport,
including a touchdown and lift-off (TLOF) area, a final approach and take-off (FATO) area, and
visual aids but with additional complexities.

The guidelines and specifications for so far released for vertiports are still incomplete due to
insufficient data for eVTOL operations. Fully operational vertiports are currently non-
existent. Heliports and airports look to continue to serve as eVTOL flight operation test sites
for the immediate future. Planning regulations & energy resourcing are unclear, as are air
traffic operations etc, etc.

Several eVTOL companies are developing unique vertiports concepts independent from
heliports and airports, and their planned construction is potentially an ongoing program. Others
are pursuing vertiports in collaboration with airport owners & architects e.g. Ferrovial, Fosters
etc.

It is likely that initial implementations will appear as “add-ons” to existing airports, which
logically is the most sensible approach. However the “tread carefully” path outlined as
extensions of existing aerodrome operations by both the FAA & CAA potentially impacts the
introduction and very concept of the existence & operation of eVTOL air vehicles in terms of
ease of use, flexibility & financially viable businesses? Can the organisations developing eVTOL
air vehicles sustain a large amount of financial pain before commercial viability creeps into
view? Particularly so if the volume building of  infrastructures lag the planned introduction of
entry into service of eVTOLs. This looks a possible reality.
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Does all this point towards potential disorderly chaos in the short term? Probably so. Will lots
of money be raised, spent & maybe lost for little short term benefit. Almost certainly. Will the
eVTOL vertiport bubble ever succeed in becoming the commercial success it is currently hyped
up to be? Very doubtful but who knows!

One UK based start-up Company (Urban-Air Port) built a vertiport concept (Air-One) in 2022
in conjunction with Coventry City Council, Hyundi (Supernal eVTOL) & Coventry University,
located within Coventry & displaying an early Supernal (non-flying  EVTOL). Multiple drone test
flights were stated to have been conducted over a period of three weeks – I guess permission
must have been granted by the CAA under some form of dispensation? The ‘Air-One’ project
was funded by Innovate UK as part of the Future Flight Programme to over £1M. Urban-Air
Port simultaneously announced plans to construct 200 vertiports globally within 5 years but
there have been no further announcements found to indicate any significant progress on this
objective.

A couple of years ago there was a great deal of press activity regarding construction of
vertiports & eVTOL operations to be ready for the Paris Olympic Games in July 2024 involving
Volocopter, Skyports & the French Airport Operator Group ADP, but this all seems to have
gone somewhat quiet of late. Maybe it's all under wraps ready to be released to the
unsuspecting world?

Some examples of concept vertiports:

Ferrovial design concept

Design concept by Fosters for Dubai
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Vertiport of the future concept

Next month – if time permits, a little deeper delve into complexities surrounding vertiports.

Roger Newman

Secretary’s Notes for June 2024 - Ray Elliott

Arrangements have now been finalised for the BMFA Southern Area Gala at Odiham on the
18thAugust. Information regarding the Cagnarata contest has been prepared by the CD, Nick
Peppiatt, and is shown elsewhere in this issue. For those who are planning on entering can I
remind you that registration for the event is mandatory; details for doing this were provided
in the May issue.

I still have available several models built by the late Peter Jellis and a couple built by Peter
Tolhurst, who is now unable to fly. The models are:

By Peter Jellis:
RAFF V Mini Vintage Rubber (2no)
P30 Rubber (2no)
Marcus Lightweight Rubber (designed in the early 50’s, suitable for Classic and 50g Rubber)
E36.

By Peter Tolhurst:
E36 (2no).
All models are in very good condition and are ready to fly, although some trimming may be
required. Rubber/batteries not included.
For further information, including photographs, please contact me at:
ray.elliott8@btinternet.com.

Ray Elliott
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Plans for the Month - Roger Newman

Power: Aloha - July 1949 all sheet CO2 small duration model

Glider: Arbalete - Catapult launch model of 1951 Swiss flying wing fighter
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Rubber: elegant 1953 Berkeley Super Cloud Wakefield from USA,
designed by Henry Struck

Roger Newman

Events and Notices
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Provisional Events Calendar 2024
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

All competitions are provisional. Check websites before attending

February 24th Saturday Coupe De Brum, Luffenham
or February 25th Sunday

March 10th Sunday BMFA 1st Area
March 16th Saturday Le Petit Class’Q de Brum, Luffenham
or March 17th Sunday
March 29th Good Friday Northern Gala, Barkston

April 1st Monday Croydon Wakefield day + SAM1066 - SP
April 13th Saturday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
April 14th Sunday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
April 28th Sunday BMFA 2nd Area

May 19th Sunday BMFA 3rd Area
May 25th Saturday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
May 26th Sunday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
May 27th Monday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain

June16th Sunday BMFA 4th Area
June 22nd Saturday Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain
or June 23rd Sunday

July 7th Sunday BMFA 5th Area
July 21st Sunday BMFA 6th Area

August 3rd Saturday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
August 4th Sunday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
August 18th Sunday Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain
August 18th Sunday Southern Area BMFA Gala, Odiham

September 1st Sunday BMFA 7th Area
September 14th Saturday Stonehenge Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 15th Sunday Equinox Cup, Salisbury Plain

October 6th Sunday BMFA 8th Area
October 13th Sunday Croydon Coupe Europa + SAM1066 - SP
October19th Saturday Midland Gala, Venue, Barkston

November 5rd Sunday Buckminster Gala, BMFA Centre
or November 17th Sunday

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!

For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website
www.SAM1066.org

For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org

For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites

SAM 1066 - www.sam1066.org
Mike Woodhouse - www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
BMFA - www.bmfa.org
SAM 35 - www.sam35.org
National Free Flight Society (USA) - www.freeflight.org
Belair Kits - www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers - www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website - www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC - www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans - www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control - www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand - www.modelflyingnz.org
Raynes Park MAC - www.raynesparkmac.c1.biz
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson - www.modellvänner.se
Magazine downloads - www.rclibrary.co.uk
South Bristol MAC - www.southbristolmac.co.uk
Vintage Model Co. www.vintagemodelcompany.com

control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours? - Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not hearing
from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not told us?
To get back on track, email members@sam1066.org to let us know your new
cyber address (snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least
one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested in
your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.

If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor John Andrews


